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%a? permit comparison of the values of gaseous emisions and smoke mesured by the FAA rake with those 3s- 
measured with the NASA/P&WA rake used in the Phase 111 Experimental Clean Combustor Program and 2%. 
with station 7 probis. The results showed that the levels of CO, THC, NO, and smoke measured by the 
FAA and NASA/P&bTIA rakes agree well at high power, but that CO emiuions measured by the FAA rake 
were approximately I0 percent higher than those measured by the NASA/P&WA rake at low power. 
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FORE WORD 
This document describes the work performed by the Cornme:- 
cia1 Products Division, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group of 
United Technologies Corporation undt.r the Federal Aviation 
Administration Addendum to  Phase 111 of the Experimental 
Clean Combustor Program. This final report was prepared 
for the Federal Aviation Administration in compliance with 
the requirements of Modifications No. 2 and No. 3 t o  National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration Lewis Resezrch Center 
Contract NAS3-19447. Thls report has been assigned Com- 
mercial Products Division, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Group 
internal report number PWA-5534. 
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i - The Federal Aviation Administration Rake Evaluation Program was conducted concurrently 
: f with, and as an addendum to, the NASA/P&WA Experin~ental Clean Combustor Program 
i f (ECCP). Phase 111, during the last quarter of 1976. The objective was to compare the levels 
i .: 
! :  - 
of gaseous emissions and smoke measured by the Federal Aviations Administration (FAA) 
f 4 
! :: rake with those measured by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/ F 
r t  Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (P&WA) rake that was used to sample engine exhaust during the 
r Phase 111 Experimental Clean Combustor Program and with Station 7 probes. ! i  - 
a .  
This program was accomplished in four tasks: Task I, Testing and Data Acquisition at 3 mini- 
mum of six power settings to establish a baseline using the National Aeronautics and Space 
Administrationpratl' & Whitney Aircraft cruciform rake; Task 11, Installation of the FAA sup- 
plied rake on the engine tailpipe; Task 111, Test and Data Acquisition at a minimum of ten 
test points including those conducted during Task I ;  and Task IV, Analysis of  the Data and 
reporting. 
The Federal Aviation Administration sponsored engine tests were conducted in a manner 
similar to that of other JT9D experimental engines at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Test stand 
inlet conditions were not artificially controlled so that the engine was run with various arn- 
bient temperature and barometric conditions and rarely on a "standard" day. Engine per- 
formance parameters were corrected to standard day conditions. Since the program was 
directzd toward measuremei.lt of  emissions at specific power levels, the steady state emissions 
data were taken for most points by establishing combustor inlet temperatu~e level, regardless 
of ambient conditions. The emission data were corrected from the observed combustor inlet 
conditions t o  the corresponding standard day reference conditions for presentation in this 
report. 
Under this addendum, approximately 6 hours of engine testing were conducted, consisting 
of 1.5 hours of emission acquisition with Station 7 probes and the NASA/P&WA 24-point 
1 channel rake and 4.6 hours of  emissions acquisition with the Station 7 probes and the FAA 
?; exhaust emission rake. Both emission tests were conducted with the two-stage Vorbix com- 
* bustor installed in experimental JT9D engine X-686. 
i! The principal conclusions derived from this work are: 
-' k 
The CO, THC, NOx, and smoke data obtained from the FAA and NASA/P&WA 
rakes agree well at high power. 
At low power levels (idle and approach), the CO emissions measured by the FAA 
rake were approximately 10 percent higher than those measured by the NASA/ 
P&WA rake. 
a The FAA rake evaluated in this program produces measurable tailpipe blockage I 
and consequent engine performance shifts. The performance shifts had negligible 
affect on setting engine conditions and did not impact emission measurements. 
-- 
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INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this addendum to the Phase 111 Experimental Clean Combustor Program 
(Reference 1 )  was the evaluation of  a Federal Aviation Administration-supplied engin, ex- 
haust sampling rake installed behind an experimental JT9D engine. The Federal Aviat on Ad- 
ministration rake is diamond shaped and is attached directly t o  the core engine tailpipe with 
its sampling plane 3 inches downstream of the tailpipe exit. This rake design has been used 
to measure emission from several aircraft gas turbine engines in the field including the Pratt & 
'Wh~tl~ey Aircraft low-bypass JT3D and JT8D models and the core exhaust of  the JT9D. 
This addendum utilized the large amount of  data generated in the Experimental Clean Com- 
bustor Program for a "low emissions" type two-stage Vorbix combustor using an &arm rake 
mcjunted 14-inches back of the tailpipe free of the engine and compare with the data col- 
lectcd Lslnp the Federal Aviation Administration rake for this type of combustor. The data 
collected by both the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and the Federal Avia- 
tion Agency rakes were compared with the data collected from probes which are normally 
used t o  measure turbine exit total pressure. 
A summary of the program plan and schedule is provided in Chapter 1. Chapter I1 contains 
a description of the reference engine (JT9D-7A) and gas sampling rakes used in this program; 
and a description of the test and analyses procedures. The program results are discussed in 
Chapter 111 and concluding remarks are presented in Chapter IV. Additional information 
concerning equipment and experimental procedures is contained in Appendix A. Experimental 
data are tabulated in Appendix B. References are provided in Appendix C. 
CHAPTER I 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
A. PHASE Ill EXPERIMENTAL CLEAN COMBUSTOR PROGRAM 
The Phase 111 program, recently completed, consisted of a detailed evaluation of a low 
pollution combustor and associated fuel system components in a JT9D engine. The test 
program included steady-state pollution and performance evaluations, as well as transient 
acceleration and deceleration engine operation. Details of the Phase I11 work are con- 
tained in Reference 1. 
B. EVALUATION OF FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION ENGINE EXHAUST 
I SAMPLING RAKE 
The Federal Aviation Administration Rake Evaluation Program was conducted con- 
currently with, and as an addendum to, the Experimental Clean Combustor Program 
(ECCP) Phase 111 contract during the last quarter c f  1976. The object of this adden- 
dum was to provide the experimental data and analysis whereby the levels of gaseous 
emissions and smoke measured by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) rake 
could be compared to the National Aeronautics and Space AdministrationIPratt & 
Whitney Aircraft rake that was used to  sample engine exhaust during the Phase I11 Ex- 
perimectal Clean Combustor Program and with Station 7 probes. 
This program was accomplished in four tasks: Task I, Testing and D a t ~  acquisition at 
a *ninirnum ~f 6 power settings to  establish a baseline using the National Aeronautics 
arid Space fidministrationlPratt & Whitney Aircraft cruciform rake; Task 11, installa- 
tion of the Federal Aviation Administration supplied r a k  eon the engine tailpipe; Task 
111, testing and data acquisition at a minimum 10 test puints including those conducted 
during Task I; and Task IV, the analysis of the data and reporting. 1. i C. PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
f 
4 The Experiment21 Clean Combustor Program schedule with the Federal Aviation Ad- 
f. - ministrationpratt & Whitney Aircraft Rake Evaluation Program is presented in Figure 
1 along with the overall Phase 111 Experimental Clean Combustor Program. 
PHASE I1 - COMBUSTOR 
REFINEMENT AND 
OPTIMIZATION TESTS 
PHASE I - COMBUSTOR 
SCREENING TESTS 
BASIC PROGRAM, , , 
AST ADDENDUM, , , 
NOISE ADDENDUM, , - 
NOISE ADDENDUM - -, 
I 
, , - ,
- - - - 
Fipure I The Experimental Clean Combustor Program Schedule With the Federal ,4 viation Administration/ 
Ratt & Whitney Aircraft Rake Evaluation Program 
PHASE Ill - ENGINE 
DEMONSTRATION 
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BASIC PROGRAM- -, 
F A A  SAMPLING RAKE 
ADDENDUM, ,,  , , , 
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Fipm 3 Vorbix Combustor Fuel Injector Arrangement 
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Figure 5 Phaw Ill 1hrhir I n n ~ r  G tmbtdrtor I.it~r.* on I.'irsr-.Truce T~~rhine  Vane Aswmh!v (XPN.596 78) 
, 
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I B. EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE X-686 DESCRIPTION 
T 
Engine Configuration I I: 
Experimental JTW-20 cnginc N-hPlr w:th Jr\lgnatc~l , ~ s  rh t .  t t s t  vehicle Tor the Phase 111 
Experimen t31 Clean Conr hustor Prngt ;~m I'l~c. 4 TQD-20 cnginc n~udel is cqtlivalent to the 
JT9D7A refcrcncs cngnr in r:iq ~ c n r r ; ~ t o r  con3i~ur31ii~n 31iA perlbm;lnce. Tfrc major dif- 
ferences bctwccn the two  nlr)rfrl< arc 1111- loc;ltions of tttc. mounting attachment points. ps- 
cessorq pearbox, anl; nthcr cutt.rnaf ~.olr i l~nn~n ts. Tilt' JTOl>-2O model is preferrtd to com- 
bustor devclnpr~lcnt work hrc.du\r I I I ~  E ~ . , I T I ~ Y  F S  tocdtctl forward and away from thc corn- 
busrorcasc. Thc design nTcrpc'ri;l~t*t~t:il t ~ l c ?  :~i:!r*tirltl~ and ~nstrtlmentatinn i s  ccrnsiderably 
simplified hy -*mov;ll or t hr J rQLS.' cn\c.lupc L-I l n ~ r r ; ~ i i i  ts, : ~ n d  thc cxtcmal cornponents are 
easily acccsqihlc fcr  scntlc.c 7 !it- canErnr. r>pt-r,irr.tl a t  .1 S'ID-7A comhvstor inlct parameters 
and thrust levrjr f i l s  tlic 1 ' l l ~ ~ ~ -  I l l  t c - ~ t  patrcciT'l 
Figuws h and 7 sliorr c>u:crn,il \.hnu\ I 1 1  T l l p I l l ~ '  \-(IN(! p r i t i r  to tht '  start ~ l f  P ~ I ~ S C  111 tcsting. 
The two-stagc V o r l l ~ h  c.\;tcrrlltl I [ IL ' I  ,t -,!:I:] I \  'r I ~ I I ~ I C .  ;i\ 15  thi. l irsI-~t;lgc rurhinc inlet guide 
vane Automatic Kcconl~ng fcni l~c-r  ~ t l ~ r ~ .  CV\ ICFI I  t \ 12 1.5) inr~nrrllcntatir~rl package. 
F@UH 6 Expe&enral JTPD-20 Engine X-686 With Vorbir Combustor a d  ARTS Innnrmcnrorbn 
R e d y  for Jnifial Tesr - Righr Side (CN-5 7359) 
F@R 7 Experirnenrol JTYI)-20 F n d n ~  X.686 With Irorhir Cnmhustr~r and ARTS Insmrmemration 
R ~ d y  for Inithtol R s r  - Lrft Side (CN.5 7360) 
Performanam Instrumentation 
In order to compute overall performance characteristics, experimental engine X-686 was in- 
strumented to measure the following engine operating parameters. 
Engine inlet temperature - Tt2 
Low rotor speed - N 
High rotor speed -- N7 
Gearbox breather pre&ure - P 
Gearbox breather temperature - T 
Engine thrust FN 
Engine Met  total pressure - P -, 
Fan discharge total pressure - $;,
-. 
Engine exit total pressure - Pt7 
High turbine discharge temperature - 
Engine exit tota: temperature -- T t 7  
Burner pressure - Ps4 
Total engine fuel flow - Wf 
In addition, pressure and temperature probes wew added to  the compressor discharge station 
to measure combustion inlet conditions: extensive instrumentation (total and static pressure 
taps) was added to the diffusericombustor section t o  establish airflow distribution into the 
combustor; thermocouples were installed at critical locations on the combustor liner skin for 
monitoring these areas and gas samples were withdrawn through taps at the downstream end 
of the ID and OD diffuser shroud passages and passed through a hydrocarbon analyzer t o  
detect internal fuel leakapt: fuel aspiration, or combustor damage should it occur. The en- 
gine and combustor section ~nstrumentation is described in more detail in Appendix A. 
All engine testing under the Phase 111 Experimental Clean Combustor Program was conduc- 
ted at the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft production test facility in Middletown, Connecticut. 
This facility includes a series of  ambient inlet, indoor test cells with sufficient cell volume 
and flow capacity to test high airflow engines in the JT9D thrust class. The P-6 test stand has 
been equipped with the additional instrumentation and data handling capability required 
for ARTS and low-emission con~bustor development programs. A description of the test 
stand and data acquisition system is given in Appendix A. 
C. EXHAUST GAS SAMPLING INSTRUMENTATION 
" llrrr gvs ampling tccl~nit/ues were 1 1 ~ t r l  to obtain the r ~ ~ g i n c  exhaust emission data during 
ibis program. 
"IJle primsty means of  cxhaust gas s;lmple acquisition during t hc Phase I1 I Experimental 
C'lean Conibustor Progran~ was a rake rlssemhly having eight radial arms spaced at 45 degree 
ltcrvsls mounted in t11t core cngnc t x l ~ a ~ ~ s t  sttram 0.36m 2 14 i n c h ~ l  downstream of the 
fxhau3t nozzle exit plane. The unmounted rake shown in Figure 8 was designed for use with 
L JTqD experirnen tal tailpipe (cy lin Jtical section). Twcnty-four sampling ports are located 
on eight ridial arms at tl~c cnt er of equal areas. All 24 ports wctr  manifoldtd together 
while the sampling nke was kept stationary in a support Cmme mounted in the P-h engine 
test cel! as shown in Figurr 9. 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY. 
An additional exhaust gas sampling system utilized for comparison purposes in this program 
as well as in the Phase 111 test programs I Reference 1 1 ,  consisted of the standard production 
engine exhaust total pressure probes. These were six Station 7 pressure probes each with 8 
radial pressure taps manifolded to  deliver a single gas sample t o  the analysis equipment. The 
circumferential and radial positions of the sampling ports are shown in Figure 10. 
1 eoo 
PROBE POSITIONS FROM REAR 
I 
STATION 7 0 ENLARGED PROBE VIEW 
Figrrre 10 ,Plotion 7 Gas Sample Probe A m y  Used in the Experimental Clean Combustor h g r a m  and 
in the Federal Aviation Administration Test Rogram 
, 
The Federal Aviation Administration supplied rake, shown in Figure 11. was intended for I 
use on an installed aircraft gas turbine engine with nacelle. The diamond configuration was 
designed to clear the exhaust nozzle centerbody, common t o  several nacelle installations, in- 
cluding the JT9D. The diamond rake evaluated in this program was sized to fit the cylindri- 
cal tailpipe (no centerbody) normally used in JT9D experimental engine testing. Each side 
of the diamond shaped rake contains three sampling ports of equal size (approximately 8.99 I 
mm (0.035 inch) diameter) manifolded to  a single heated line. The typical arrangement re- 
commended by the Federal Aviation Administration for locating and securing the sampling 
probe to the exhaust nozzle is shown diametrically in Figure 12. This arrangement enables 
concentric placement of the probe with the exhaust nozzle with allowance for radial thermal 
. . ,  i 1.-  . r .  ./-.TJ 
. . - -- .--- 
- -  - - - -- - - 
, ,*)- - 4 - 1 -  
* . - ,  I 
cxp;rnsion rrnd ~nitii~urtl entcrfCrr*nctm \r i t11  t l ~ c  tsorrlla Ilcrw ,lrc;l. Thc a~wmbly  IS p r l s i t i ~  .td OR 
thr nrvzlc slnl ii i t l l  t;jicr cq tii\n;~ced rriollirllng ~ ' ~ l l s  2nd ~cc'~11r~11 with fovr tcnsion mds hc- 
tween lllr tlirul;f rt-wr'itr h>rW'drrl shrcllr~l a n d  t lrr rnaion;tl support ring attarhtcl to tilt sle- 
I 1s ~ ' i e ~ ~ ~ s .  f l lcbru~dl  ~~kl?ansion l' tFic c\h;lu.;t nrlrl.lc is t:~kcn up hy c.omfrsi*ssiou ul'springs 
;IC t l l r  31'2 rnd oe't l~c tcnsicln rtsds. Tl~r cumplc.t~~ mkc installation on thr cxpcbrimcntal engine 
uscd in t l i i ~  prtyrarn. shown in t:igurc 13. r~su l l cd  in the satnplinp plane k i n g  lwatcd ap- 
prouifii;~Ec.ly 7 t): ctn I? ltic11i's) 4iownstrt'd!n of fhc 2ailpipc exit. 
A dctailtil dcsr.tiption o f  fhr g;14 analysis ;lnd conditioning rq~lip~tlcnt is pwsented in Appen- 
dix A. 
LEGEND: 
A. PROBE TUBE 
8. PROBE OUTLET MANIFOLD 
C. PROBE BACK-UP STRUCTURE 
0. PROBE MOUNT CLEVIS 
E. TORSIONAL SUPPORT RING 
F. CLEVIS MOUNT PAD 
C. TENSIONING ROD 
H, f ENSIONING ROD ADJllSTlNG NUT 
I. THERMAL EXPANSION SPRING 
J. REVERSER FORWARD SHROUD 
K. PROBE ATTACH BOLTS 
Figuw I2 Typtcal Eqhc Enslulhtion of Fedem1 A vhribn Administrution Smnpling Rake 
r - \ ;  I i _ ? - i i  - l-7 1 , I ;  j 
1 
' 
f 1 
Fjwre 1.3 F ~ ( l ~ m l  A l4rorinr! A tfmmrsrr~fion I-.r harirr Srrtnpfin~ Rokc lf411mr~d on X-fitP6 
Frp~rimrnraf KR,~PIC 76-44! 4 0  7 2 4  
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D. TEST CONDITIONS AND PROCEDURES 
The Federal Aviation Administration sponsored engine !ests were conducted in a manner sim- 
ular to that of other JT9D experimental engines at Pratt & Whitney Aircraft. Test stand in- 
let conditions are not artifically controlled so that the engines are run during various ambient 
temperature and barometric conditions and rarely on a "standard" day. Engine perforrrt ance 
parameters are normally corrected to  standard day conditions (Appendix A). Since the nat- 
ure of this program was onented to  measurement of emissions at specific power levels, the 
steady state emissions data were taken for most points by establishing combustor inlet temp- 
erature level, regardless of ambient conditions. The Standard Day JT9D7A Gas Generator 
Reference Conditions are tabulated in Table I for thc four EPA-specified sea level static pow- 
er  settings. The emission data were corrected from the observed combustor inlet conditions 
to  the corresponding standard day reference conditions for presentation in this report. 
TABLE I 
STANDARD DAY JT9D-7A GAS GENERATOR 
REFERENCE CONDITIONS 
I 
t Combustor Combustor 
i E!'A Inlet Inlet Combustor Inlet Fuel-Air Engine Power Tl~rust 
- Fuel Flow -. Temperature - Pressure -- Ratio 
Model Level 
-- -
N Ibf kg/hr lbmlhr K OF ~ / r n ~  
- - - - -  - - 
psia 
JT9D-7A Idle 14,234 3.100 780 1,720 447 345 3.69x105 53 0.0105 
I Approach 61,585 13,845 2,109 4,650 588 598 8 . 9 1 ~ 1 0 ~  129 0.0134 
t Climb 174,494 39,228 6,310 13,250 736 864 19 .38~10~  281 0.0206 
I Takeoff 205,284 46,150 7,303 16.100 764 916 21 .68~10~  323 0.0229 
i , 
Table 11 presents two successive programs formulated to  evaluate the Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration rake sampling ability relative to the cruciform rake and the Station 7 rake which 
was used to  accumulate most of the emission data during the Phase 111 Experimental Clean 
Combustor Program. After approximately a five minute stabilization period a t  each test 
point, a set of engine performance data, combustor section pressure, and exhaust gas emis- 
sion data were simultaneously recorded. Smoke samples were only taken at higher power 
settings as indicated. 
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E. DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURES 
1. Emission Data Reduction Produre 
The raw emission data generated at each test condition were transmitted directly t o  an on- 
line computer for processing. The voltage response of the gaseous constituent analyzers were 
converted to an emission concentration, based on the calibration curves of each instrument, 
and then used to  calculate emission indices, carbon balance fuellair ratio, and combustion 
efficiency. The emission index and carbon balance fuellair ratio calculations were performed 
in accordance with the procedures established in SAE ARP 1256 [Reference 21. 
In order t o  compare combustor development engine emission data between runs, it is neces- 
sary t o  correct emission data to  the standard conditions listed in Table I. The baa> f ~ r  set- 
ting most test points was combustor inlet temperature (Tt4). All adjustment of observed 
emission data were made relative to the observed value of combustor inlet trsl~~pcrature, 
thereby obviating the need t o  make an inlet temperature correction. Curvjs of cor ?r 
inlet press;hre, fuellair ratio, and combustor reference velocity versus inlet temper: ;ere 
generated for the reference JT9D-7A engine operating at standard day ambient cb;. . . s. 
Comparison of observed and reference combustor operating conditions for the steadystate 
tests in experimental engine X-686 revealed that only inlet pressure deviated significantly 
from the reference engine characteristics. Deviations up to  10 percent weie recorded at high 
power engine conditions. Deviations were less than 12 percent at low power conditions. The 
observed combustor reference velocity was essentially identical t o  the standard engine char- 
acteristic, and the fuellair ratio was only slightly (9-3 percent) higher than the standard en- 
gine. In view of the relative imprecision of currently availsble fuellair ratio correction fac- 
tors and the demonstrated dependence on combustor configuration, it was decided not t o  
attempt a fuellair corrections. In addition, the NO, data were corrected t o  a standard inlet 
air humidity of 6.3 g H20/kg dry air. The data adjustment equations for the gaseous emis- 
sior species are as follows: 
(1 ) NO, = NO, meas. ('t4 std.) O'' ,0.0188 (H meas. - 6.3) (Pt4 meas.) 
(Pt4 meas.) (2) CO con.  = CO meas. 
(Pt4 std.) 
(Pt4 meas.) (3) THC corr. = THC meas. 
(Pt4 std.) 
where : 
NO, = Emission index of oxides of nitrogen (g/kg fu :l) 
CO = Emission index of carbon monoxide (g/kg fu :l) 
THC = Emission index of total hydrocarbons (g/kg fuel) ORIGINAL PAGE I: 
OF POOR QUALIl'Y 
Pt4 = Combustor inlet total pressure 
H = Inlet specific humidity (g H20/kg air) 
and subscripts 
corr. = Relates t o  value at correctt:. or standard condition 
meas. = Relates t o  value at measured condition 
Exhaust smoke data are presented on an as-recorded basis, due t o  the lack of suitable extra- 
polation information. As was indicated above, the only significant deviation when presented 
on an inlet temperature basis is in combustor inlet presst, .,! An increase in presure to  the 
correct standard engine level would be expected to  increase exhaust smoke. 
2. EPA Parameter Calculation 
The L S. Env:ronmental Protection Agency emission standards for aircraft engines are ex- 
pressed in terms of an integrated EPA parameter (EPAP). This parameter combines emission 
rates at the engine idle, approach, climb, and takeoff operating modes. integrated over a spe- 
cified !anding, takeoff cycle [Reference 31. The equation for this calculation is as follows: 
Zj - W . EL.. 60 FJ 1J 
(4) EPAPi = (Ibm pollutant/1000 lbf thrust-hr/LTO cycle) 
where : 
E! = emission index (lbm pollutant~1000 Ibm fuel) 
t = time at engine mode (min) 
FN = net thrust (Ibf) 
WF = fuel flaw rate (Ibm/hr) 
and subscripts: 
i = emission :ategory (CO, THC, NOx) 
j = engine mode (idle, approsch, climb, SLTO) 
The engine aata used to  calculate the EPAP, presented in Table 111, were obtained from the 
latest JT9D-7A performance table. 
TABLE 111 
JT9D-7A ENGINE DATA FOR €PAP CALCULATION 
T~nle (I) Net Thrust (Fn) FII-1 Fluu (Wf) 
I trc~ilc Wt~dc IIII~ Ibf 
- 
lbmhr 
!Jlc h 0 3200 1720 
C 
f i SLTO 0.7 46150 16100 
Substituting the engine data from Table 1V equation (4) beconies: 
( 5 )  EPAPi = 0. i 74EIIdle + 0.071 E~approach + 0.1 14 EIclimb + 0.0441 ElSLTO 
The emission indices used in equation ( 5 )  are obtained from plots versus inlet temperature 
at the JT9D-7A four ~ a l u e s  of co: bustor inlet temperature corresponding t o  the EPA 
power points (Table I). 
3. Combustor Performance Calculation Procedure 
Measured and caiculated combustor performxce parameters are listed in Table IV. 
TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF REPORTED COMBUSTOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS 
Parameter 
-- 
S) mbul l ln~ ts  Measured Crlculatcd 
-
Total kr f low Wa4 kgis X 
Total Combustor Airflow Wab kgjs 
Rlot Fuel Flow Wf ptiot Lgls X 
Mam Fuel Flow Wf nlam kgis X 
lnlet Total Tempcraturc Tt4 
lnlet Total Pressure Pt4 
Reference Veloc~t) 
"ref 
Pattern Factor PF 
Inlet k r  Huni~d~t) t i  
FucliAtr Rotlo (/a 
Preuurc Loss bh,~ '.I t" I 
Combutt~on tffictency 
'7, 
D r f i n ~ t ~ o n s  o f thow calculated parameter 
below. 
li X 
atm X 
n11s 
gH201kg atr r( 
Y 
X 
X 
htch require further c la r~ f ica t~on are prewnted 
a. Total Combustor Airflow 
The total combustor airflow is determined by subtracting the turbine cooling air and other 
fixed bleed flows from the measured engine air flow. 
b. Refer- Velocity 
The reference velocity (VRf) is defined as that flow velocity that would result if the total 
combustor airflow, at the compressor discharge temperature and static pressure, were assed 4 through the combustor liner at the maximum cross sectional area. This area is 0.21 8m for 
the Vorbix combustor tested in this program. 
c. FuelIAir Ratio 
Both measured and carbon derived fuellair ratios (f/a) have been calculated and recorded for 
all test points run in this program. The measured, o r  performance fuellair ratio, is the ratio 
of total fuel flow to  total combustor airflow. The pilot and main fuel/air ratios are defined 
by multiplying the overall fuellair ratio by the fractional pilot and main fuel split, respec- 
tively. The carbon balance derived fuellair ratio is determined by using gas sample data to 
determine the carbon balance of the exhaust gases. 
d. Total Pressure Loss 
The total pressure loss (APt/Pt) is calculated from the following ,:quation: 
where: 
Pt5 = Average combustor exit total pressure 
Pt4 = Average compressor discharge total pressure 
e. Combustion Efficiency 
The cotnbustion efficiency (vC) is calculated on a deficit basis using the measured conzcntra- 
tions of carbon rconoxide and total unburned hydrocarbons from the gas sample data. The 
calculation is based on the assumption that the total concentration o f  unburned hydrocar- 
bons could be assigned the heating value of  methane (CH4). The equation is: 
where : 
X = nlrasured carbon monoxide concentration in g/kg fuel 
Y = measured total unburned hydrocarbon concentration in gCH4/kg fuel. 
CHAPTER Ill 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The following sections discuss the emission and performance results obtained in comparative 
engine testing of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), National Aeronautics and 
Space ~dministrationIPrat! & Whitney Aircraft (NASAIP&WA) exhaust emlssion rakes and 
the Station 7 instrumentation. 
The data in this ~hap te r  has been confined to that which substantiates the major accomplish- 
ments of the program. A compilation of the detailed data obtained during the program is 
presented in Appendix B. 
0. EMISSION RESULTS 
Section B 1 presents a comparison of the emission indices obtained with the FAA and the 
24point exhaust rakes. Section B2 presents the EPA parameters and the smoke results. 
1. Comparison of Emissions 
The comparisons were made by plotting the corrected emissions data obtained with the 
FAA and 24-point exhaust rakes against the corresponding corrected emission values ob- 
tained with the Station 7 probes. 
Excellent agreement was obtained for oxides of nitrogen with deviations of less than 5 per- 
cent. as shown in Figure 14. However, the FAA rake consistently sampled carbon monoxide 
emission levels that were slightly higher than the 24-point rake values, as shown in Figure 
15. The total unburned hydrocarbon emission data comparison, contained in Figure 16, ap- 
pears t o  indicate a large amount of data scatter among the various probes. However, this 
scatter results in part from inaccuracies associated with measurement of the very small con- 
centrations of unburned hydrocarbons produced by the Vorbix combustor. 
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Fipure I S  Rebtive Indications of Gas Sampling Rakes for Cibon Monoxide Emissions 
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Figurn 16 Rehtive Indications of Gat Sampling Rakes for Total Unburned Hydrocarbon Emissions 
Smoke measurements, although few, produced nearly identical values with the FAA and the 
24-point rakes. These data are in agreement with values obtained in the Experimental Clean 
Combustor Program where a maximum of 30 was recorded. 
The conventional measure of gas sample validity is the comparison of the metered fuel/air 
ratio based on direct measurement of engine fuel flow and core airflow with the calculated 
fuellair ratio based on carbon balance of the exhaust gas specie concentration detected by the 
sampling probe. Data for the comparison is presented in Figure 17. The FAA rake produced 
carbon balance fuellair ratios that were approximately 1 1 percent higher than the metered 
fuellair ratios at the idle and approach conditions. All other fuellair ratios exceeded the me- 
tered values by approximately 5 percent which is consistent with the results obtained during 
the Experimental Clean Combustor Program. 
This difference between high and low power results did not exist with the 24point sampling 
rake. This suggests that sampling from a nearly single radial position, as is done with the FAA 
rake, produces an average exhaust sample that is sensitive to exhaust emission radial profile. 
Although selective radial sampling to define the radial exhaust emission profile was not con- 
ducted during this program, the severity of the change in profile between high and low power 
can be seen from the combustor exit radial temperature profiles presented in Figure 18. Tbese 
profiles were obtained during Phase 111 of the Experimental Clean Combustor Program [Ref. 
I ] ,  and show that single-stage pilot only operation at idle produces a temperature profile 
peaked toward the ID. This behavior may also explain the higher carbon monoxide emis- 
sions obtained with the FAA rake at idle and approach power. 
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FUEL AIR RATIO MEASURED AT STAT ION 7 
Figure 17 Comparison of FuelJAir Ratios Determined By Garbon Balance Method From Various Gas 
Sampling h b e s  and By Direct Measurement of Fuel Flow and Airfaow 
> 6 ,  I I I I I 
a * ,  , , a ,  1,111 
8 8 ,  1 1 / ,  
PC RCENl  SPAN 
Figure 18 Exit Radial Tempemtur~ h f i l e  for the Vorbi* Combustor at Idle and Sea Level Takeoff 
Conditions 
The EPA parameters were calculated for the Vorbix combustor from data obtained from 
Station 7. FAA and 24-point sampling rakes. The initial step in delemining EPA parameters 
was to establish emission indices versus combustor inlet ter~perature curves presented in 
Figures 19, 20 and 2 1. Using these curves emission indices at the four EPA power settings 
were determined. 
-1 
KEY 
POWER SETTING !OBSERVED COMBUSTOR INLET TEMPERATURE) K 
W 0 STATION 7 PROBES 
Figure 19 Corrected Oxides of Nitrogen Emissiorts for the Vorbir Combustor Obtained With Dinerent 
Sampling Systems 
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The EPA parameters computed in this manner and SAE smoke numbers for the three rakes 
are presented in Table V. As shown, good agreement was obtained for oxides of nitrogen 
and total unburned hydrocarbon EPA parameters as well as SAE smoke numbers. The car- 
bon monoxide EPA parameter calculated from the FAA rake and Station 7 probes emission 
indices were approximately 10 percent higher than the 24-point rake values as a result of 
the higher idle carbon monoxide emissions. 
0 FAA RAKE 
a 2CPOINT RAKE 
7 -  
6 '  
Similar results were obtained in comparative emission rake testing during the Experimental 
Clean Combustor Program. In addition to obtaining emissions with the 24-point rake and 
Station 7 probes, the program included traversing the 24-point rake in 5 degree increments 
over a 45 degree interval. The Station 7 probes produced CO emissions that were approxi- 
mately 1 1  percent higher than the 24-point rake. 
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Figure 20 Comcred Cirrbon Monoxide Emissions for the Vorbix Combustor Obtained With Diffewnt 
Sampling Systems 
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Figurn 21 G m c t e d  Total Unburned Hydrocarbon Emissions for the Vorbix Combustor Obrcrined With 
Wferent Sampling Systems 
TABLE V 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY PARAMETERS 
AND SMOKE RESULTS 
Oxides Total 
of Carbon Unburned Smoke 
Nit ronen Monoxide Hvdrocarbons Number 
NASA/P&WA 
24Poin t Rake 2.7 3.6 0.2 3 1 
FAA Rake 2.8 4.0 0.2 29 
Station 7 Rake Not Available 
Note: All emissions data are corrected to standard JT9D-7A engine condition and inlet 
humidity of 6.3 gH20/kg dry air. 
C. ENG:NE PERFORMANCE 
A review of the effects of the ECCP and FAA emissions rakes on engine p~rforrnance indicates 
that the FAA rake resulted in a 1.3% reduction in effective primary area at 1.42 EPR (Pt7/Pt2). 
This engine performance penalty caused by tailpipe blockage is best illustrated by Figure 22, 
a plot of Ps4/Pt7 (expansion thm the turbine) vs. EPR (Pt7/Pt2). This plot indicates that the 
ECCP rake has no measxrable effect on engine match even though it has more physical blockage 
area than the FAA rake. M s  is due to the proximity of the FAA rake (7.6 cm. from tailpipe 
exit plane versus 35.6 cm. for the ECCP rake). 
The 1.3 percent reduction in effective primary area had negligible effect on setting engine 
conditions and did not impact emission measurements. 
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Elgure 22 Affect of Sampling Rake on  Engine Performance 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Based on the results of  two engine enlissions tests conducted with two different sampling 
rakes, the principal conclusions derived from this work are: 
1. The CO, THC, NOx and smoke data obtained from the FAA diamond and NASAIPWA 
rakes agree well at high power. 
2. At low power levels (idle and approach) the CO emissions measured by the FAA rake, 
and Station 7 probes were approximately 10 percent higher than that measured by the 
NASAIPWA rake. 
3. The FAA rakedesign evaluated in this program causes measurable tailpipe blockage and 
consequent engine performance shifts. 
The performance shifts had n~gligible affect on setting engine conditions and did not impact 
emission measurements. 
APPENDIX A 
EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES I 
, 
8 ;' 
i \  
4 .  
1. EXPERIMENTAL ENGINE PERFORMANCE INSTRUMENTATION I I j ; 
i ;  - A. PARAMETERS MEASURED I I 
i 7 
I' i Table A- l list the engine parameters measured and indicated measurement accuracy using 
1 fixed engine and test s t ~ i l d  instrumen4ation. TABLE A-l 
1 ,  PARAMETERS MEASI'SED 
t i Parameter Measurement Accuracy I I TT2 - Engine Inlet Temperature + 0.56K (1°F) 
I 
i Gearbox Breather Pressure + 34.47 ~ / m ~  (0.005 psi) 
I Gearbox Breather Temperature + 1.1K (2°F) N 1 - Low Rotor Speed i 0.1% 
N2 - High Razor Speed + 0.1% 
FN - Engine Thrust * 0.5% above 1 1 1.200 N (25,000 Ib) 
1 
I * 1.5% below 1 1 1,200 N (25,000 Ib) PT2 - Engine Inlet Total Pressure k 137.90 ~ / m ~  (0.02 psi) 
PT2.5 - Fan Discharge Total Pressure + 344.74 ~ / m ~  (0.05 psi) 
PT7 - Engine Exit Total Pressure * 137.90 ~ / m ~  (0.02 psi) 
TT6 - High Turbine Discharge Temperature + 3.89K (7°F) 
TT7 - Engine Exit Total Temperature 2 2.78K (5°F) 
PS4 - Burner Pressure + 10342.13 ~ / m ~  (1.5 psi) 
C Wf - Total Engine Fuel Flow + 0.75% 
. > 
1 
These data are used to compute overall engine performance characteristics. The pilot and 
main fuel flows and a redundant measurement of total fuel flow are obtained from the bread- 
b0ai.d electronic fuel cont~o! mstrumcntation. Redundant measurement of other selected 
engine parameters was also possible using the fuel control instrumentation. 
B. ENGINE PERFORMANCE DATA CORRECTION 
The observed engine performance data are corrected as follows: , I 
' I  
Ci, .* i 
4 
3 3 i 
.- -. - -- . - -- . 
- .-*.- --.." --.-+ 
C --T.T:.UL.OPCT- -t& L-! 1 1  1 ; 1 i J I -  , - - -  -3 -.-- 
I . r 
Corrected Observed Thrust 
F~ OBS Observed Thrust 
Corrected Net Thrust 
F~ OBS 
6t2 c o n  
- Observed inlet pressure : where -- t2  - Standard day inlet pressure 
- = Correction from Figure A-I 
6+1 
@ Corrected Fuel Flow 
- 
Wt. observed 
Wf  ht2 + KC (temperature con-ction) x Rn (humity correction) 
Corrected Thrust Specific Fuel Consumption 
- 
Corrected Fuel Flow 
TSFCcOrrected - Corrected Net Thrust 
Correctect Rotor Speed 
- 
Observed Rotor Speed 
Ncorrected - 
4 e t 2  
Observed inlet temperature 
where B t 2  = 
Standard day temperature 
C. DIFFUSERICCMBUSTOR INSTRUMENTATION 
Piessu:e and temperature instrumentation installed on the Vorbirc combustor liners and dif- 
fuser case passages is summarized in Figure A-2. Typical total pressure and temperature 
probes installed at the compressor discharge plane (Station 4.0) are shown in Figure A-3. 
i 
: I ,  
i 
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I 
- - 
- 
- 
r 
- .. . - 
--- -- .< - ---- 
, * .  
- S F  * - 
* :-& 
k 
.% 
NOTE: 1. CORRECTED FOR INLET MOMENTUM, 
SCREEN LOSS. AND BOUYANCY. 
2. INCLUDES +3% THRUST REFERENCE 
NOZZLE. 
CORRECTED OBSERVED THRUST -FN O B S J ~ T ~  X LBS. 
Fkrre A-1 JT9D T u r b a n  Engine Test Ccll ntrust Conecrion for AIidJIetown Test Cells 
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2. GAS SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS EQUIPMENT 
A. MOBILE GAS ANALYSIS LABORATORY 
The Pratt & Whitney A~rcraft gas temperature an3 combustion efficiency (GT&CE) mobile 
laborstory (Figure A 4 )  is z specially designed vehicle capable of measuring gaseous com- 
bustion exhaust products. Through the use of a telephone link to  the centralized Sigma 8 
data reduction computer system, measured constituent concentrations can be converted t o  
real time. on-line computations of emission index. combustion efficiency, and combustion 
exit temperature. The results of these cornputer calculations, together with the raw data, 
the measurement uncertainties. and d a t ~  validitv checks are displayed on an interactive scope 
in the GT&CE niobile laboratory. The GT&C'E ~rrrobile laboratory is completely selfcontained 
with the excepti0.r of the data reduction compui:.r. and incorporates the latest on-line gas 
analysis instrument for the measurement of carbon dioxide, carboa monoxide, nitrogen, oxy- 
gen. hydrogen, oxides of  nitrogen. totai unburned hydrocarbon, and water tapor. An interior 
view of  the mobile v a ~  is shown in Figure A-5. Individual analyzer specifications are summarized 
in Table A-11. 
The GT&CE mobile laboratory utilizes a heated stainless steel metal bellows sample pump 
to draw a sample cyf the jet engin: combustion products into the sample measurement train. 
Another larger vacuum-type bypass pump is also incorporated into the samp!ing system to 
minimize the residence time of  the sample in the sample line. The engine exhaust gas s a m ~ l e  
is distributed to the various instruments, with each instrument having its own flow metering 
system. The samp!s handling system is shown schematically in Figure A-6. The outputs 
from these instruments are wcorded and monitored continuously on strip chart recorders. 
The analyzer outputs are also digitized and, on command. are sent via a telephone line to  a 
Sigma 8 computer and/or recorded or! a cassette-type magnetic tape recording system. The 
magnetic tape is compatible with the IBM-360 computer which is used for off-line special 
data reduction and validation programs. 
Each instrument is provided with "sample" and "calibration" operating modes. The GT&CE 
mobile laboratory carries its own calibration, zero and span gases. In support of this mobi!e 
laboratory, an in-house analytical laboratory develops calibration gases and maintains stan- 
dard reference gases which, in most cases. are traceable to the National Bureau o f  Standards 
(NBS). 

TABLE A-I1 
ANALYZER SPECIFICATIONS 
Direction Minimum Error 
Componen! Range Met hod Detectability % Full Scale 
Gas Chromatograph 0.1% V - 
Gas Chromatograph 0.1% V - 
Gas Chromatograph 0.1% V - 
CO 0- 100 ppmv 
0-500 ppmv 
0-2500 ppmv 
0-2500 ppmv 
NDIR 
NDIR 
THC 0-1 ppmv FID 
(As Methane) Through 0-SOK ppnlv 
0.1 ppmv + 5.0% 
f 1 .wo 
0.1 ppmv f 0.5% 
H20 -4 5 OC - +60°c CMHY 0 .06 '~  f 0 . 4 ' ~  
CL - Chemiluminescence NDIR - Non-Dispersive Infrared N D W  - Non-Dispersive 
FID - Flame Ionization Detector CMHY - Ch~lled Mirror Hygrometer Ultraviolet 
CALIBRATION GAS I N W T  
-
N2 .W2 d zT NO. o2 wc c q  02 co I N) ZERO 
VENT 
GAS 
CH ROIIUTO- 
/ : I ;  I C q  ANALYZER 
- - - - - . . 
L - ,  ,AIR MAINTAIN 
I AT 3 3 9 t  J K  
 
a 436K M Y  DROCARBON 7 ANALYZER 
F v  A-6 Exhaust Gas Sample Handling System 
B. SMOKE MEASUREMENT CONSOLE 
Engine exhaust smoke measurements were obtained using a smoke measuring system :hat con- 
forms to specifications o f  the Society of Automotive Engineers Aerospace Recommended 
Practice 1 179 and the Environmental Protection Agency [Reference 1 1.  
The smoke measunng console, shown in Figure A-7, is a semiautomatic electromechanical 
device which incorporates a number of features to permit the recording of smoke data with 
precision and relativz ease of operation. The smoke console was installed in the engine test 
cell control room for the duration of the test program. Dimensions of the filter holder and 
a schematic of the sampling system are shown in Figure A-8. Tlie filter holder has been 
constructed with a 2.54 cm (1.0 inch) diameter spot size, a diffusion angle 8 of 7.25 degrees 
and a converging angle a of 27.5 degre3s. 
, R m  A- 7 SAEIEPA S m k e  Meter 
\ IGnr47639) 
< 
The unit is designed to minimize variability resulting from operator to operator differences. 
One of  these features is a time controlled, solenoid activated main sampling valve (Valve A. 
See r'igure A-10) having "closed", "sample", and "bypass" positions. This configuration per- 
mits close control of the sample size over relatively short sample times. In addition, this 
timing system operates a bypass system around a positive displacement volume measurement 
meter to ensure that the meter is in the circuit only when a sample is being collected or dur- 
ing the leak check mode. Other design features inclcie automatic temperature control for 
the sample line and filter holder, and silicon rubber filter holders with support screens for 
ease of filter handling. 
A Photovolt Model 670 reflection meter with a type-Y search unit conforming to  ASA Ph 
2.17- 1958 "Standard for Diffuser Reflection Density" is used to  determine the reflectance 
of  clean and stained filters. A set of Hunter Laboratory reflectance plaques, traceable to  
the National Bureau of Standards, is used to calibrate the reflectance meter. A computer pro- 
gram is used to calculate the gas sample weight per unit filter area and smoke number. 
ORIGINAL P.4Gi: I' 
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3. P-6 TEST FACILITY 
A. FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
The P-6 test stand, one of eight anibient-inlet indoor test cells located a: the Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft production facility in Middletown, Connecticut, has been fitted with the additional 
instrumentation and data handling capability required for automatic temperature recording 
system (ARTS) and low-emission co~nbustor developnient programs. The facility is equipped 
with a monorail enpne handling s).stem to  facilitate movement of the engine into and out of 
the test cell. A schematic view of  the test cell layout is shown in Figure A-9. Figure A-10 
shows a front view of a JT9D engine with inlet bellmouth and screen mounted in the test 
cell. All engme controls, data logg~ng, and computer face equip:r!cnt are located in the test 
cell control room. A view of the control console is shown in Flgure A-' 1 .  The breadboard 
fuel control computer and peripheral equipment were also installed in the test stand control 
room. The mobile emissions laboratory was parked outside and to the rear of the test cell 
while testing was in progress. 
A multiple quick disconnect lnstrurnentation Connection Assembly (ICA) has been incor- 
porated into the facility to reduce the connection time when installing an engine into the 
test cell. Half of the ICA unit stays in the cell and remains connected to  the test stand data 
acquisition and readout system. The other half is installed on  the engne mount frame and 
instrument lines are connected to  the engine during the preparation operation in the marshal- 
ling area outside the cell. 
A flight-type nacelle is not normally employed for either experimental or production JT9D 
engine testing. A cylindrical core engine exhaust nozzle is used in place of the plug-type flight 
design. A pair of 5furcated fan ducts are used in place of the annular fan duct. The fan 
and core nozzle areas are sized t o  provide aerodynamic characteristics equivalent to  the flight 
nacelles. The bifuraated fan d a i  ts facilitate installation of  special instrumentation and test 
hardware, and are readily removed fol- access to the ccre engine. 
Figure A-1 2 shows the X-686 engine being moved into the test cell on the monorail carrier 
for a fuel system leak check prior to starting the Phase 111 Vorbix combustor test program. 
The leak check is conducted at engine idle power with the fan ducts off. Details of the engine 
mounting frame, quickdisconnect instrumentation couplings, and cylindrical core engine 
tailpipe are visible. The cngine is shown with the bifurcated fan ducts installed in Figure A-13. 
0. DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS 
The P-6 engine test stand is equipped with two separate and complete data systems. All 
basic engine performance parameters art  determined using the Automatic Production Test 
Data Acquisition and Control System (APTDAC) which is available to all production test 
cel!s. The 2 104 Data Acquisition System (ADAPTS) was designed to  support ARTS com- 
bustor development programs, and is available only in the P-6 test stand at the Middletown 
Test Facility. 
OBIGIN& PAGE IS 
OF POOR QU- I /  
i ,  
& i t ~  A-I0 JTQD Engine hfvlmr~d it1 f i t & ~  c t k n  YLT~ CcII Showing Infer Rdlmourh and S c r ~ e n  
I Fwre A-12 Right Side Vkrv of X-6.86 Bting I I n  1r1 the Tesr Cell f i ~ r  he I n i h  Duets Off L eak CReck 
1 (CN-s 7544) 
i ! AIl aspects of enpnr pcrlnrrnance evalunii In - instrunlentation hookup, calibration, data 1 + 
I I 
logging, performance analysis, data display, and control - have been st~amlined by the APTDAC 
! System. APTDAC is an integrated system of sensors, signal conditiirning equipment, enefne 
I control consoles, digit*! PornDufers, and cathode-ray tuhe display devices de~igned to pr- 
1 form all operatir~g functions automatically. Figure A- t 4 presents an overview of the system 
I I functiorls. 
' ,  
" ! 
'1 The AFTDAC system is capable of kstiag eieht engines simultaneously - the facility has four computers and each computer can handle two test cells. Each computer is linked to 
t 
1 4 sensing devices in the engine by way o t automatic data equipment. Pneumatic and elecir~c 
r transducers measure some 80 differer.t engme operating parameters and relay quadtitative 
I data to the computer. 
Fwre A-14 Auramatic Rixiucfion Tea Lhra Acquisition and Contml System Funrriuns 
* I-I 
Whethcr measusin!- the cqwr~ting mnditions of mi- or :wa rnpincs. tllc assigned AITI IAC 
system iompurcr ~ r f o r r n s  tlte following aiv~~ijsit;on. analysis. and r~'ci)fClinlt tasks: 
Cor,ver*s t hc trri,wl UCCT output. signals ro rngint~ring units 
* Comcts the d3:a to standard conditions 
C'ornpurcs thr prfornlance dara needed to determine compliancr with cnginc 
sprcificat ions 
Cornprlrrs selccted panrnetcrs apinst established limits and a c ~ i v a t ~ s  an al,m if 
limits arc exceeded 
9 Displays the dara to thc aptrator on 3 cathode-rdy tube 
Provides printnut of the acrluired and computed data, on command. 
Figure A-15 depicts the tlow of data in the system. lie APTUAC system is able to scan 
each vasiahle 10 times. averapr rrradinp. compute culmplete enpint performance. and print 
out the rcsuits within 15 wcontls. 
Major features built into the computerized engine test system include the capability to con- 
duct tests in either autonlatic or operator mode, a dynamic update system which allows 
program changes while running, a debug package, capability for aborting an enpne run while 
m automatic mode when harmfill conditions are sensed, and an error message which indicates 
possibly invalid data. 
The 2 104 ADAPTS system has the capacity to record up to 1000 millivolt inputs and 384 
pressure inputs on five 200 channel scanners and eight 48 port scanning valves. Up to  400 
Type B, 500 T y w  S, and 60 Type K thermocouples, plus two engine speeds, two fuel flows, 
and 360 pressure parameters can be recorded for any given engine. Th: remainder of the 
inputs are used as confidence and reference channels to  monitor system accuracy. 
The data system has been designed with quick disconnect pressure fittings and electrical 
connectors to enhance the quick mount capability of the test stand. This provision allows 
the engine to be installed and connected to  the data system in less than two hours. Special 
features of the data recording system include: 
Channel delete capability 
Three wire v~arded system 
OHMS c h r c a g  capability far thermocouple continuity 
Variable start and end point scan selection 
Manual channel monitoring 
C. DATA REDUCTION AND LOGGING SYSTEM 
The data reduction and logging fuction for the basic engine performance information is per- 
formed by the AFTDAC system. All other data, including ARTS thermocouple readings, 
combustor/diffuser pressure and temperature measurements, and engine emissions data are 
processed by an on-line Sigtna 8 computer located in East Hartford, Connecticut. -1Ie ciata 
acquisition units tramsmit the data by telephone linc to  the Sigma 8 computer. Approxi- 
mately 45 seconds after acquisition, processed information is displayed on an alphanumeric 
chancter scope in the test stand co~ltrol room. The user can select any or,e of several scope 
picture (pages) displaying data in engineering units. In addition, the user *a view calculated 
performance parameters based on input data including air flow, Mach numbers, and ideal 
combustor exit temperature. This real time display of rcsults allows precise matching of 
test conditions to test program parameters and immediate asscssrnent of the quality of the 
data. 
'i Editing of the data can be perfomled via a delete system. Hard copies of all raw data and performance parameters are available at the Sigma 8 computer room in East Hartford as the 
test is conducted. In addition to ham copies and scope output, the data is recorded and 
i available in other formats. 
: 
Raw data is recorded on magnetic tape at the test stand and is available for input to an off- 
line data reduction computer program for additional processing. Data can be acqcired on 
this magnetic tape unit with or without the Sigman 8 computer being on-line. At the option 
of the user, raw data can be printed in tabular form on a paper tape printer in thr: test stand 
control mom. The user can also produce punch cards at East Hartford. All raw data rece~ved 
by the Sigma 8 computer is redundantly recorded on magnetic tape at East Hartford. 
In order to minimize the number of entry ports t o  the Sigma 8 computer occupied by P-6 
test stand, special equipment has been installed at the P-4 test stand to permit the 2 104 
ADAPTS in the test stand control room and the data logghg system in the Gas Temperature 
and Combustion Efficiency (GT & CE) mobile labcratory to  time-share the telephone link 
to the Sigma 8. Priority for transmission of data remains with the 2 104 ADAPTS. Upon 
comrcand from an operator in the P-6 control room, a special electron;: switch enables the 
mobile laboratory to  transmit data upon completion of an 2 104 ADAPTS transmision. When 
tne Sigma 8 receives the coded signal from the mobile laboratory, it reduces the data and 
performs the calculations in accordance with instructions in the Mobile Laboratory for 
Emission A~~alysis (MOLE) program. The results of the calculations are transmitted back t o  
an interactive scope in the mobile laboratory. 
The mobile laboratory operator selects one of three calculation pages to be displayed: an 
emission data reduction page, a data validation page, and ar, instrument calibration page. 
The information displayed when the emission data reduction page is selected includes: 
fixed identification data. emission concentration, emission index (EI) for each constituent, 
measured 2 sigma variation of the emission data, carbon basis fuellair ratio, measured fuel 
flow, calculated air flow, and calculated combustor exit temperature. 
APPENDIX 0 
EMlSSlONS AND PERFORMANCE DATA 
The following table present the detailed emissions cnd performance data obtained d u m g  
the pmgram. Emissions data were obtaintd using three different gas sampling techniques as 
described in Chapter 11 and Appendix A. The gas sampling rakes used and their symbol de- 
signations used on the data tables are presented below: 
I Symbol Description 
: 
24F 24Port. &Arm, Radial Array, Fixed 
I I ST7 Station 7 Pressure Probe With 8 Radial Pressure Taps 
FAA 12-Port, 4-Arm, Diamo~~d Shape 
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